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1. Introduction

The pronunciation of the letters in Tamil language does not sound different when read as words. But the pronunciation of the letters in English language, sounds different when read as words. Why is that? In English, only the pronunciations of VOWELS sound as varied as the place. But the pronunciations of the consonants do not sound different.

2. Abbreviation

The pronunciations of words in English correspond to the vowels.

The pronunciation of the vowels varies according to the consonants and consovowel.

As far as English is concerned only two categories are stated.
-Vowels
-Consonants

There is another third category in English. It is called CONSOVOWELS.

It's a combination of consonant and vowel.

K+A= KA
G+A= GA
B+A= BA
P+A= PA

3. Object

1) The pronunciation of the vowel will change if the consonant comes after the vowel in the English word.

The pronunciation of the vowel will vary as followed

A - VOWEL
P - CONSONANT

(A) PPLE - (A / P / P / LE)
ST (A) R - (S / TA / R)
D (E) SK - (DE / S / K)
W (E) T - (WE / T)
P (I) NK - (PI / N / K)
B (I) G - (BI / G)
C (O) W - (CO / W)
G (O) D - (GO / D)
C (U) P - (CU / P)
S (U) N - (SU / N)

Note:
When the vowel at the end of a word (CONSOVOWEL) comes with "E", the word "E" disappears and only the consonant is pronounced.

LI (NE) - (LI / NE)
NO (SE) - (NO / SE)
RU (LE) - (RU / LE)
NA (ME) - (NA / ME)
WI (FE) - (WI / FE)

2) The pronunciation of the vowel does not change when the Consovowel comes next to the vowel in an English word.

CAKE - Cake
A - VOWEL
KE - CONSOVOWEL CONSOVOWEL

C (A) KE - CA / KE
M (A) LE - MA / LE
H (E) RO - HE / RO
F (E) MALE - FE / MA / LE
(O) VER - O / VE / R
M (O) RE - MO / RE
T (I) GER - TI / GE / R
F (I) RE - FI / RE

3) The pronunciation of the vowel does not change if the consovowel comes next to the vowel in a word. But if the vowel that comes first is the same as the vowel in the next consovowel, the pronunciation of the first vowel will change.

(E) L (E) VATOR - E/LE/VA/TO/R
(E) L (E) PHANT - E/LE/P/HA/N/T
(A) B (A) NDON - A/BA/N/DO/N
(A) B (A) FT - A/BA/F/T
(O) B (O) VATE - O/BO/VA/TE

4) If two Consovowels in a word come next to each other and the two Consonants in the Consovowels are the same, the pronunciation of the vowel will change.

(M) E (M) O - ME / MO
AP (T) I (T) UDE - A/P/TI/TU/DE

5) The pronunciation of the vowel will change if the consonant comes after the vowel in the English word.

But if the Consonants in the consovowel is the same as the consonant that comes after it, the pronunciation of the vowel does not change.

(B) I (B) LE - BI/B/LE
6) When the consonant comes after two vowels in a word, the pronunciation of the first vowel does not change but the pronunciation of the second vowel changes.

(E) (A) GLE - E/A/G/LE
G (O) (A) L - GO/A/L
F (A) (I) L - FA/I/L

7) When the consonovowel comes after two vowels in a word, the pronunciation of the first vowel changes and the pronunciation of the second vowel does not change.

W (E) (A) PON - WE/A/PO/N

4. Conclusion

Here's how to read English with all the languages in the world. This method will be useful for everyone.